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ABSTRACT
This thesis proposes a fault detection and isolation (FDI) method for switched linear systems. The
method builds on a class of FDI filters for linear time-invariant (LTI) systems based on reduced-
order observers. If certain conditions are satisfied, then it is possible to apply these filters to
switched linear systems. When system parameters change slowly, a system is considered to be in
a faulty mode. In the absence of faults, the system dynamics are described by a switched linear
state space model. In a faulty mode, the state space model is modified by adding disturbance
terms associated with parameter changes and component degradations. An FDI filter consists of a
bank of reduced-order observers with residual generators which have certain geometric properties
that allow detecting and isolating faults. In order to distinguish different faults, an FDI filter uses
different residual generators and observers. We demonstrate practical feasibility of our approach
by applying it to a photovoltaic (PV) system with differential power processing (DPP) converters.
Our simulation results confirmed the fact that an FDI filter can detect and pinpoint multiple faults
which can simultaneously affect a system. Finally, we experimentally demonstrate the feasibility
of our approach.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Operation close to design limits and increased requirements on efficiency make power converters
vulnerable to different failures. During past decades, research on fault diagnosis and reliability
technology for different dynamical systems has yielded important results and algorithms based
on two types of approaches: hardware and analytical redundancy approaches [1]. The hardware
redundancy approach integrates an additional hardware backup, which operates whenever a system
malfunctions [2]. Since such approach uses more space and results in a higher cost, it is less
attractive. Today with the advances in computer technology, an analytical redundancy approach
offers more advantages in terms of efficiency and cost and reduces the size and complexity of
hardware [1]. Depending on how much we know about the target system, this type can be further
classified into two categories [3]: (i) model-based, when an accurate model of the system is given
(see, e.g., [4], [5], [6]) and (ii) model-free, when the system is mostly unknown and incoming
data are processed using signal processing techniques such as wavelet transformation or spectral
analysis to identify and classify faults [3] and artificial intelligence branches such as machine
learning, pattern recognition (see, e.g., [7]), fuzzy logic and neural networks (see, e.g., [3], [8]).
The model-based approach requires an accurate state space model of the target system and often
uses parameter estimation (see, e.g., [9]) or observers.
Observer-based fault detection algorithms were first introduced by Beard in [10] and further
developed by Jones in [11] and Massoumnia in [12]. But since those algorithms have been devel-
oped for LTI systems, we cannot directly apply them to power electronics systems, which belong
to a class of switched linear systems.1 The fundamental problem of extending observer-based fault
detection algorithms to switched linear systems has been addressed recently in [13] and [14]. The
authors in [13] utilize the notion of invertibility of switched systems to design an inversion-based
1Systems with linear individual subsystems
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FDI filter, which detects faults by recovering switching signals and unknown additive disturbance
input terms. However, such a filter cannot differentiate certain types of faults [13]. The latter work
[14] utilizes a single observer with certain geometric properties which are based on the fact that
the observer residual converges to zero when there is no fault in a system and becomes a non-zero
signal when functionality of any component is degraded. With such an approach, however, it is
impossible to locate correctly components that have failed if several faults occur simultaneously.
The author in [12] proposes a fault detection algorithm for LTI system that uses different reduced-
order observers to detect and isolate different types of faults. However, switched linear systems
pose implementation constraints for this algorithm, which makes an FDI filter impossible to realize
in certain cases.
Building on the ideas in [12], we propose an FDI filter for switched linear systems and demon-
strate its feasibility in detecting and isolating faults in a PV system with DPP converters in Fig. 4.1
(page 13), which is a switched linear system. The idea of using dc-dc converters connected to PV
submodules to achieve greater efficiency has been developed quite recently [15]. Converters are
the part of the controller which runs a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm based on
the gradient method [15]. Although an FDI filter does not aim to improve an MPPT algorithm, its
goal is to make a PV system more reliable so that an MPPT algorithm can operate for a long time
in an intended way. We will show that an FDI filter can be successfully designed for a PV system
and track slow degradation of DPP converter components.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview of pre-
vious work on observer-based fault detection filters for LTI systems, and describes the main prob-
lems associated with applying these filters to switched linear systems. In Chapter 3 we derive a
necessary condition for feasibility of an FDI filter in detecting and isolating faults for switched
linear systems. In Chapter 4, an FDI filter is designed for a PV system with DPP converters. In
Chapter 5, simulation results confirm the efficiency and high fidelity of an FDI filter in detecting
and isolating faults in DPP converters. In Chapter 6, we present experimental results. Concluding
remarks and main achievements and contributions of this work are presented in Chapter 7.
2
Chapter 2
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, we first review concepts from geometric control theory relevant to our work and
summarize the main ideas behind the use of observers for FDI in LTI systems [12]. This observer-
based approach achieves correct identification and isolation of different faults which may occur
simultaneously. We model faults as additive disturbance inputs to the state space model equations
where each fault is defined in terms of (i) a fault signature which is a vector space orientation of a
given fault; and (ii) a fault magnitude function. For each type of a fault in the system, an FDI filter
is comprised of a reduced-order observer and a residual generator, which gives a non-zero signal
once a fault occurs; i.e., each residual generator responds to exactly one type of fault and stays
insensitive to others. We show how to differentiate two faults; the extension to any other arbitrary
number of faults can be easily done.
2.1 Geometric Control Background and Notation
We recall some notions from geometric control theory [16]. Consider a linear vector space X over
the field of real numbers R. Let a subspace W ⊂ X , and define the factor space as the set of all
equivalence classes w where w is defined as follows [16]:
w := {y : y ∈ X ,y− x ∈W}, x ∈ X .
Then, a map P : X 7→ X/W is called the canonical projection of X on X/W , where X/W is the
factor space [16]. Projection matrix P is a maximal solution of PW = 0, i.e., W is the null space
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of P denoted by N(P). In addition to the null space, we also define an image of P as the subspace
Im P= {y : ∃x such that y= Px for x ∈ X}.
In our later developments we will use extensively invariant subspaces. Given a linear map A :
X 7→ X , a subspace W is A-invariant if AW ⊂W . The invariance property allows us to establish
the following lemma (see [16] for a proof).
Lemma 1. Let A :X 7→X ,W be A-invariant and P :X 7→X/W be the canonical projection. Then,
there exists a unique map A¯ : X/W 7→ X/W such that A¯P= PA.
If S and T are two subspaces of X , then we define subspaces S + T ⊂ X and S ∩ T ⊂ X as
follows [16]:
S+T := {s+ t : s ∈ S, t ∈ T },
S ∩T := {s : s ∈ S and s ∈ T }.
2.2 FDI Filter Design for LTI Systems
Consider an observable LTI system described by x˙= Ax+Bu+µψ+νϕ,y=Cx, (2.1)
where x(t) ∈ Rn, u(t) ∈ Rm, µ , ν ∈ Rn are two linearly independent fault signatures that corre-
spond to two different faults, ψ(t) and ϕ(t) are the fault magnitude functions corresponding to µ
and ν , respectively, and y(t) ∈ Rl . We can design an observer for the system in (2.1) as follows: ˙ˆx= Axˆ+Bu+L(y− yˆ),yˆ=Cxˆ,
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where L is an output injection gain matrix such that A−LC is a Hurwitz matrix. Define the observer
error as e= x− xˆ, and the observer residual as r =Ce. Then, e˙= (A−LC)e+µψ+νϕ,r =Ce.
Clearly, the residual r goes to zero or yˆ converges to y when there are no faults. Since the pair
(A,C) is observable, we can select a gain matrix L for which A−LC = λ I, where a scalar λ < 0
and I is an identity matrix. If a fault ψ is present, then
r(t) =Ceλ te(0)+α(t)µ, (2.2)
where α(t) =
t´
0
Ceλ (t−τ)ψ(τ)dτ is a scalar value which depends on time t. We conclude from
(2.2) that in the presence of a fault ψ , the residual r aligns with the fault signature µ since the
first term on the right-hand side of (2.2) goes to 0 as t→ ∞. If we have more than one fault in the
system, which may happen when both faults ψ and ϕ occur, we can identify and separate faults
using two residual generators.
LetM and N be the images of µ and ν , respectively. Then, we can define the residuals of µ
and ν as follows:
r(t) = HµC(x(t)− xˆ(t)) and γ(t) = HνC(x(t)− xˆ(t)),
where each generator responds to exactly one fault, and stays insensitive to the other one. In order
for ψ not to manifest in γ , and for ϕ not to manifest in r, the following conditions need to be
satisfied:
N ⊆ UO(A−LC,HµC) andM⊆UO(A−LC,HνC),
where UO(A− LC,HµC) denotes an unobservable subspace1 of (A− LC,HµC). In order for
1A subspace with states which cannot be determined using input-output information.
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residual generators r and γ to detect corresponding faults ψ and ϕ , we also need that
N ∩UO(A−LC,HνC) = /0,
M∩UO(A−LC,HµC) = /0.
Instead of direct computation of the matrices Hµ , Hν , and L, we can use the approach in [12]
and construct a reduced-order observer and a residual generator for each fault. To this end, we first
find the unobservability subspaces Sµ and Sν for µ and ν , respectively, which satisfy the following
properties:
P1. N ⊆ Sµ ⊆ UO(A−LC,HµC),
P2. M⊆ Sν ⊆ UO(A−LC,HνC),
P3. Sµ ∩M= /0 and Sν ∩N = /0,
P4. (A−LC)Sµ ⊆ Sµ and (A−LC)Sν ⊆ Sν .
Properties P1, P2 and P3 ensure that each observer and a residual generator detect exactly one
type of fault and stay insensitive to other faults. Property P4 allows us to select gain matrices such
that the projected states zµ = Pµx and zν = Pνx remain confined, under the closed-loop dynamics,
within subspaces Rn/Sµ and Rn/Sν , respectively, where Pµ : Rn 7→ Rn/Sµ and Pν : Rn 7→ Rn/Sν
are the canonical projections. In other words, the unobservability subspaces must remain invariant
under the closed-loop dynamics, we call such subspaces (C,A)-invariant [16]. These properties
are necessary to implement a reduced-order observer for each type of fault for correct detection and
isolation. Based on the invariance property, and by using the unobservability subspace algorithm
proposed in [12], we can compute an infimal unobservability subspace for each fault using only
matrices A and C and the images of the fault signatures.
Next, we use the above properties and obtain an observer and a residual generator for the
fault signature µ . Suppose that by using the algorithm in [12] for computing unobservability
subspaces, we have computed an infimal unobservability subspace S∗ containing an image of ν
and a canonical projection P : Rn 7→ Rn/S∗. Assume P projects x into z= Px. Then, the dynamics
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of z can be described by
z˙= PAx+PBu+Pµψ = Qz+h+Pµψ, (2.3)
where Q : Rn/S∗ 7→ Rn/S∗ satisfies the following relation: QP= P(A+ JC) by Lemma 1, and an
input h(t) = PBu−PJCx. Now, we can define an observer and a residual generator for the system
in (2.3) as follows:  ˙ˆz= Qzˆ+h+Vr,r =M(zˆ− z), (2.4)
where P−r is the right inverse of P, M =HCP−r, and V is an output injection gain matrix. We can
rewrite (2.4) as  ˙ˆz= Fzˆ−Ey+Gu,r =Mzˆ−Hy,
where F = Q+VM : Rn/S∗ 7→ Rn/S∗, M = HCP−r, P−r is the right inverse of P, V is a gain
matrix, E = PD, G= PB and D= J+P−rVH. The matrix H can be found from
N(HC) = N(C)+S∗, (2.5)
where N(C) denotes the null space of the matrix C [12].
One of the important considerations in building an FDI filter with good dynamic performance
is to assign the spectrum of a residual generator by choosing the matrix F appropriately. To ensure
stable operation of the FDI filter, F must be Hurwitz. Next, we show that with a Hurwitz and a
diagonal matrix F with the same eigenvalues, the residual converges to zero when there is no fault,
and aligns with the fault signature MPµ proportionally to a function ψ(t) when a fault disturbance
µψ(t) is present. Define the observer error as e= z− zˆ. Let us subtract (2.4) from (2.3) to obtain
error dynamics:  e˙= Fe+Pµψ,r =Me.
Clearly, in the absence of faults, the residual r goes to zero since F is a Hurwitz matrix. Assume
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F = λ I, where λ < 0 and I is an identity matrix. If a fault ψ is present, then
r(t) =MPeλ te(0)+β (t)MPµ, (2.6)
where β (t) =
t´
0
eλ (t−τ)ψ(τ)dτ is a scalar value. We can conclude from the previous equation
that in the presence of a fault ψ , r aligns with the fault signature MPµ since the first term on the
right-hand side of (2.6) goes to 0 as t→ ∞.
2.3 Problem Statement
In this work, we extend the observer-based approach for LTI systems described above to a switched
linear system of the form  x˙= Aσx+Bσuy=Cx,
where a switching signal σ(t) : [0,∞)→Ω, with Ω being a finite index set.
Because of the switching matrices Aσ and Bσ , the unobservability subspace for each fault may
also switch. Switching unobservability subspaces must be avoided because they violate invariance
of the subspaces for which we design reduced-order observers. We also need a stable operation
of an FDI filter and fast convergence of its residual signals which depends on our capability to
arbitrarily assign any stable eigenvalues for our state estimator matrices. Our final goal would be
a demonstration of the practical feasibility of an FDI filter in detecting and isolating faults for a
PV system with DPP converters in Fig. 4.1, which is a switched linear system. We will show that
an FDI filter can track slow degradation of the components of DPP converters and correctly locate
them.
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Chapter 3
FDI FILTER DESIGN FOR A SWITCHED LINEAR
SYSTEM
In this chapter we will derive a condition which is necessary in order to apply the observer-based
fault detection approach, and implement an FDI filter for switched linear systems. Consider a
switched linear system with multiple faults: x˙= Aσx+Bσu+∑mi=1 µiψi,y=Cx, (3.1)
where a switching signal σ(t) : [0,∞)→ Ω, with Ω being a finite index set, µi ∈ Rn is the fault
signature for fault i, ψi(t) is the fault magnitude function for fault i. Denote an image of µi byMi.
The subspacesMi (i= 1,2, . . .m) are assumed to be independent. The system in (3.1) represents
a family of linear subsystems determined by a switching signal σ(t).
Computation of the unobservability subspace Sσ corresponding to the fault signature µ1 de-
pends on finding a (C,A)-invariant subspace Wσ , which contains images of the fault signatures
µ2,µ3, . . . ,µm. The invariant subspace Wσ is computed for each σ by the following recursive
algorithm (see [12]):
Wk+1 = L+Aσ (Wk∩N(C)),
where W0 = 0 and L contains images of the fault signatures which must belong to the unobserv-
ability subspace Sσ , i.e., L= ∑mi=2Mi. Wk converges to Wσ for k ≤ n [12].
Using this algorithm, we can compute Wσ and derive conditions which are necessary to pre-
serve (C,A)-invariance property of an FDI filter for fault i. Obviously, W1 = L and W2 = L+
Aσ (L∩N(C)). Define E0 = L∩N(C). Then, W2 = L+AσE0 and
W3 = L+AσE0+Aσ ((AσE0)∩N(C)). (3.2)
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By substituting E1 = (AσE0)∩N(C) into (3.2), we obtainW3 =L+Aσ (E0+E1). Finally, we arrive
at
Wσ = L+AσE ,
where E = ∑n−1j=0 E j, Ek+1 = (AσEk)∩N(C).
We notice that if AσE switches, then Wσ switches. Using the identity (see [12])
Wσ +N(C) = S+N(C),
we conclude that if AσE switches and AσE ∩N(C) does not switch, then the unobservability sub-
space Sσ also switches, which is not allowed if we want to preserve invariance of the subspace for
which we construct a reduced-order observer for fault i. This condition further allows us to choose
a non-switching matrix F and assign any stable eigenvalues since a pair (Aσ ,C) is observable so
that we can ensure stable operation of an FDI filter and achieve fast convergence of its residuals.
Now, we consider a special case where the matrix C is chosen to be a full-rank square matrix;
then, Wσ = L and Sσ = L, i.e., Sσ does not switch. This allows us to select a nonswitching matrix
Fσ . By using (2.5) and assumingC is an identity matrix, we get H = P and M=HCP−r = I, which
further implies Fσ = Qσ +Vσ , where Vσ is a gain matrix. We can properly select a matrix Vσ so
that Fσ does not switch. Therefore, although we have a switched system, we can select Fσ to be
the same for all switching modes. Denote such a matrix by F ; then the fact that the filter does not
have to switch even though the system is switching guarantees stability of an FDI filter provided a
matrix F is Hurwitz. Therefore, our filter for a fault signature µ will be of the following form: w˙= Fw−Eσy+Gσu,r = w−Py, (3.3)
where observer states w ∈ Rn/S∗ and an infimal unobservability subspace S∗ contains an image
of ν . Also, we have total freedom in selecting a matrix Wσ , which allows us to select a diagonal
matrix F with any negative eigenvalues. By using (2.6), we know that in this case, our residual is
guaranteed to align with the vector Pµ .
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Chapter 4
APPLICATION TO A PV SYSTEM WITH DPP
CONVERTERS
In this chapter, we introduce a state space model for a PV system with DPP converters under a
faulty mode in which all or some converter components may fail. We also derive their correspond-
ing fault signatures.
4.1 Pre-Fault System Model
Consider a PV system with DPP converters in Fig. 4.1, which consists of three PV submodules
and two buck-boost converters. This system can be represented as a fifth-order switched linear
system with four modes determined by the position of switches {s1,s2,s3,s4} of the converters. A
switched linear state space model for this system can be written as follows:
x˙= Aσx+Bu, (4.1)
where x= [iL1, iL2,vC1,vC2,vC3]T , u= [I, I1, I2, I3]T , σ(t) : [0,∞)→Ω is a switching signal, where
the elements in Ω = {1,2,3,4} indicate which subsystem is active. The switching signal σ(t)
depends on the variables σ1 and σ2 as shown in Table 4.1. Each linear subsystem is comprised of
Table 4.1: Switching Signal vs. Switches
σ(t) σ1 σ2 s1/s¯2 s3/s¯4
1 0 0 off/on off/on
2 0 1 off/on on/off
3 1 0 on/off off/on
4 1 1 on/off on/off
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PV2
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L1
C1
PV1
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PV3
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Current
Figure 4.1: PV system with three submodules and two DPP converters.
the pair of the matrices Aσ and B:
Aσ =

0 0 −σ1L1
1−σ1
L1
0
0 0 0 −σ2L2
1−σ2
L2
σ1
C1
0 0 0 0
−1−σ1C2
σ2
C2
0 0 0
0 −1−σ2C3 0 0 0

, B=

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
− 1C1
1
C1
0 0
− 1C2 0
1
C2
0
− 1C3 0 0
1
C3

.
From the state space model in (4.1) we notice that a PV system with DPP converters is, indeed, a
switched linear system.
4.2 Post-Fault System Model
We can include failure effects of all inductors and capacitors of DPP converters into the pre-
fault system dynamics as described by (4.1), and model them as additive disturbance inputs by
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specifying a fault signature and a fault magnitude function for each one:
x˙= Aσx+Bu+
2
∑
i=1
fLiφLi +
3
∑
j=1
fC jφC j (4.2)
where fLi (i = 1,2) and fC j ( j = 1,2,3) are the fault signatures and φLi (i = 1,2) and φC j ( j =
1,2,3) are the fault magnitude functions for inductors and capacitors, respectively. Now, we will
proceed to the derivation of the fault signatures. Consider a fault within a capacitor C1. Assume
∆C1(t) is a time-varying change in the nominal value of C1; then, the new value is C1(t) =C1 +
∆C1(t), where ∆C1(t) is assumed to be a continuously differentiable function. Then, time-varying
matrices Aσ (t), B(t) can be written in terms of the prefault matrices as follows:
Aσ (t) = Aσ +∆Aσ (t) and B(t) = B+∆B(t),
where ∆Aσ (t) and ∆B(t) are given by
∆Aσ =

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
σ1
C1(t)
− σ1C1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

,
∆B(t) =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
− 1C1(t) −
1
C1
1
C1(t)
− 1C1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

.
Then, the state space model can be written in a more compact form as follows:
x˙= Aσx+Bu+∆Aσ (t)x+∆B(t)u. (4.3)
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We can simplify ∆Aσx and ∆Bu as follows:
∆Aσx=

0
0
1
0
0

(σ1iL1), ∆Bu=

0
0
1
0
0

(I1− I).
Thus, when a fault is injected into a capacitor C1, its effect is described by an additional term
included into (4.1), and the state space model of the PV system becomes
x˙= Ax+Bu+φC1 fC1 ,
where φC1 = σ1iL1 + I1− I and fC1 = [0,0,1,0,0]T . Other fault signatures can be derived in a
similar way: fL1 = [1,0,0,0,0]
T , fL2 = [0,1,0,0,0]
T , fC2 = [0,0,0,1,0]
T , fC3 = [0,0,0,0,1]
T .
Because of the implementation constraints imposed by the switching behavior of the unobserv-
ability subspaces, feasibility of an FDI filter depends on the number of measurements and types of
faults we intend to detect within the DPP converters. Suppose C is not a full-rank square matrix
and a fault signature µ spans N(C). We need to check whether AσE switches or not. Since N(C)
is one-dimensional, E = µ . If we plug in for µ inductor and capacitor fault signatures, we see that
AσE always switches and AσE ∩N(C) = /0 does not switch. If we have fewer measurements, then
the pair (A,C) becomes unobservable, which implies that we will not be able to detect all 5 faults;
moreover, AσE will most likely switch. Therefore, in order to implement an FDI filter for a given
PV system with DPP converters, we need to measure all states.
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Chapter 5
SIMULATION RESULTS
Next, we provide simulation results for the PV system in Fig. 4.1. Simulations were performed
in the MATLAB/Simulink environment using the Piecewise-Linear Electrical Circuit Simulation
(PLECS) toolbox [17]. The overall block diagram of the simulation model is shown in Ap-
pendix A.1. MATLAB script used to implement an FDI filter in Simulink and PLECS is shown in
Appendix A.2. The parameters of the converters are shown in Table 5.1.
5.1 Response to Inductor and Capacitor Faults
Our goal is to use an FDI filter for detecting degradation of inductors and capacitors of DPP con-
verters of the PV system in Fig. 4.1. An FDI filter was implemented for a full-rank square matrixC
by measuring all 5 states. Since C is a full-rank square matrix, regardless of the switching modes,
a matrix F for each observer remains constant and its eigenvalues can be arbitrarily assigned. This
allows us to implement a stable and nonswitching FDI filter. Since there are 5 linearly indepen-
dent fault signatures, our filter needs to have 5 observers and residual generators by allocating one
observer and a residual generator for each fault. Since the matrix B in (4.1) does not switch, only
the matrix E switches in each observer of the FDI filter. For each fault, we need to compute the
matrices F , Eσ , G, M, and H using the procedure which was discussed in Chapter 3. The general
structure for each observer and residual generator is given by w˙= Fw−Eσy+Gu,r = w−Py. (5.1)
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Table 5.1: Converter Parameters for Simulation
Switching frequency fsw 250 kHz
Capacitors
C1, C2, C3 50 µF
Inductors
L1, L2 10 µH
Based on the parameters of the DPP converters shown in Table 5.1, we designed an FDI filter to
detect faults in all inductor and capacitor components of the DPP converters.
Consider a scenario when two faults are injected into the system in Fig. 4.1. First, the value
of L1 was decreased to 1 µH at time t = 200 µs. Figure 5.1 shows the response of the residual
generators to an injected inductor fault. Before a fault is injected into inductor L1, all residuals are
essentially zero corresponding to the normal pre-fault operation. As soon as a fault is injected, a
residual for L1 responds to the fault, while all other residual generators remain insensitive to that
fault.
Consider a fault in capacitor C1 that occurs at time t = 200 µs, reducing its capacitance by
40 µF. Figure 5.2 shows that a residual generator for C1 flags a fault almost instantly within a few
switching cycles. As expected, all other residuals stay at zero, showing that other types of faults
have not occurred.
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Figure 5.1: Response of the residual generators to an injected inductor fault.
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Figure 5.2: Response of the residual generators to an injected capacitor fault.
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Chapter 6
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
In order to show that our proposed FDI filter for a switched linear system can be realized in prac-
tice, we implement it in a hardware platform comprised of the TMS320F28335 Delfino Floating-
point MCU [18], programmed via Code Composer Studio v4 for three PV submodules with two
DPP converters. The microcontroller code is given in Appendix B.1.
6.1 Hardware Implementation Details
The block diagram of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6.1. Schematics for DPP converters
are given in Appendix B.2. Instead of illuminating a PV submodule by sunlight, we used an
indoor laboratory emulator which consists of a power supply connected in parallel with a PV
submodule and provides almost the same I-V characteristic [19]. In order to avoid damaging the
MCU, and make accurate measurements, a proper signal conditioning circuit was built. Instead
of pure voltage dividers, capacitor voltages have been measured using differential amplifiers as
shown in Fig. 6.2 to preserve high resolution of ac content of the capacitor voltages. To measure
current, we used 10 mΩ current-sense resistors and high speed current sense amplifiers with wide
bandwidth and high slew rate. Since an MCU and a PV system share a common ground and
the ground for the top converter is V1, a second pwm signal is connected to an S4 switch through a
differential amplifier circuit as in Fig. 6.2. The parameters of the converters are shown in Table 6.1.
An ADC unit of an MCU samples voltages across capacitors and currents through inductors and
PV panels every 12.5 µs. Then, observers in an FDI filter are run with an execution time step of
12.5 µs.
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the experimental setup.
6.2 Experimental Results
A fault in an inductor is injected by replacing the original inductor with one of lower inductance,
120 µH. Such fault causes an increase of the current ripple through an inductor. Figure 6.3 shows
the response of the residuals before (first 100 samples) and after (last 100 samples) the value of L1
decreases to 120 µH.
As expected, we see a noticeable change in an inductor residual while all other residuals stay
the same. Under normal operation, all residuals are quite different from zero because of parasitics,
model mismatch, noise, and a limited sampling rate. Since our goal is a fault detection not an
estimation, it is tolerable to have small residual errors even under normal operation. However, it is
crucial to set properly a certain threshold for fault flagging.
Similarly, we introduce a capacitor fault by using a capacitor C1 of much lower capacitance,
10 µF. Through experimental results on Fig. 6.4 we have shown that residual generators correctly
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Table 6.1: The Experimental Setup Parameters of the DPP Converters
Switching frequency fsw 20 kHz
Capacitors
C1, C3 100 µF
C2, C4 100 µF
Inductors
L1, L2 400 µH
Figure 6.2: Signal conditioning for VC2, VC3, PWM2, and current signals.
respond to a capacitor fault: after a fault (last 100 samples), a capacitor residual’s signal increases
significantly compared to a signal before a fault (first 100 samples) while all other residuals stay
at about the same magnitude after a fault occurs.
From our results we conclude that we clearly see an expected behavior in all residuals when
we introduce a mismatch between nominal component value and an actual one. We can also set
threshold values for residual signals which would differentiate faulty operation of DPP converters
from the desired one.
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Figure 6.3: Residual generator response for a 400 µH to 120 µH change in the value of L1.
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Figure 6.4: Residual generator response for a 100 µF to 10 µF change in the value of C1.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS
We presented the main ideas behind an observer-based fault detection algorithm for LTI systems
and extended it to switched linear systems. The algorithm implementation depends on invariance
of the unobservability subspaces. As long as they do not switch, an FDI filter is feasible and can
be implemented for a target system.
We demonstrated that the proposed algorithm can be successfully applied for a PV system with
DPP converters. Simulations and experimental results showed that the proposed FDI filter can
detect and distinguish faults in DPP converters as soon as they occur. This might help to quickly
reconfigure a target system in a faulty mode and take certain measures to prevent a potentially bad
effect of any fault.
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Appendix A
MATLAB SIMULATION
A.1 PV System Simulation Model
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Figure A.1: PV system with two DPP converters and fault detection filter Simulink model.
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A.2 MATLAB Code for Fault Detection and Isolation Filter
The following MATLAB code implements an FDI filter for a PV system with two DPP converters
which is used for simulations.
1 % Level−2 MATLAB S−Function
2 % Copyright 2003−2010 The MathWorks, Inc.
3 function Fault_Detection_Filter(block)
4
5 setup(block);
6
7 %endfunction
8
9 %% Function: setup ===================================================
10 %% Abstract:
11 %% Set up the basic characteristics of the S−function block such as:
12 %% − Input ports
13 %% − Output ports
14 %% − Dialog parameters
15 %% − Options
16 %%
17 %% Required : Yes
18 %% C−Mex counterpart: mdlInitializeSizes
19 %%
20 function setup(block)
21
22 % Register number of ports
23 block.NumInputPorts = 3;
24 block.NumOutputPorts = 1;
25
26 % Setup port properties to be inherited or dynamic
27 block.SetPreCompInpPortInfoToDynamic;
28 block.SetPreCompOutPortInfoToDynamic;
29
30 % Override input port properties
28
31
32 % input currents=[I,I1,I2,I3]
33 block.InputPort(1).Dimensions = 4;
34 block.InputPort(1).DatatypeID = 0; % double
35 block.InputPort(1).Complexity = 'Real';
36 block.InputPort(1).DirectFeedthrough = false;
37
38 % y = [iL1,iL2,VC1,VC2,VC3]
39 block.InputPort(2).Dimensions = 5;
40 block.InputPort(2).DatatypeID = 0; % double
41 block.InputPort(2).Complexity = 'Real';
42 block.InputPort(2).DirectFeedthrough = false;
43
44 block.InputPort(3).Dimensions = 4; % switch states
45 block.InputPort(3).DatatypeID = 0; % double
46 block.InputPort(3).Complexity = 'Real';
47 block.InputPort(3).DirectFeedthrough = false;
48
49 % Override output port properties
50 block.OutputPort(1).Dimensions = 5; % x
51 block.OutputPort(1).DatatypeID = 0; % double
52 block.OutputPort(1).Complexity = 'Real';
53
54 % Register parameters
55 block.NumDialogPrms = 0;
56
57 % Register sample times
58 % [0 offset] : Continuous sample time
59 % [positive_num offset] : Discrete sample time
60 %
61 % [−1, 0] : Inherited sample time
62 % [−2, 0] : Variable sample time
63 block.SampleTimes = [1e−7 0];
64
65 % Specify the block simStateCompliance. The allowed values are:
29
66 % 'UnknownSimState', < The default setting; warn and assume ...
DefaultSimState
67 % 'DefaultSimState', < Same sim state as a built−in block
68 % 'HasNoSimState', < No sim state
69 % 'CustomSimState', < Has GetSimState and SetSimState methods
70 % 'DisallowSimState' < Error out when saving or restoring the model ...
sim state
71 block.SimStateCompliance = 'DefaultSimState';
72
73 %% −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
74 %% The MATLAB S−function uses an internal registry for all
75 %% block methods. You should register all relevant methods
76 %% (optional and required) as illustrated below. You may choose
77 %% any suitable name for the methods and implement these methods
78 %% as local functions within the same file. See comments
79 %% provided for each function for more information.
80 %% −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
81
82 block.RegBlockMethod('PostPropagationSetup', @DoPostPropSetup);
83 block.RegBlockMethod('InitializeConditions', @InitializeConditions);
84 block.RegBlockMethod('Start', @Start);
85 block.RegBlockMethod('Outputs', @Outputs); % Required
86 block.RegBlockMethod('Update', @Update);
87 block.RegBlockMethod('Derivatives', @Derivatives);
88 block.RegBlockMethod('Terminate', @Terminate); % Required
89
90 %end setup
91
92 %%
93 %% PostPropagationSetup:
94 %% Functionality : Setup work areas and state variables. Can
95 %% also register run−time methods here
96 %% Required : No
97 %% C−Mex counterpart: mdlSetWorkWidths
98 %%
99 function DoPostPropSetup(block)
30
100 block.NumDworks = 2;
101
102 block.Dwork(1).Name = 'x';
103 block.Dwork(1).Dimensions = 5;
104 block.Dwork(1).DatatypeID = 0; % double
105 block.Dwork(1).Complexity = 'Real'; % real
106 block.Dwork(1).UsedAsDiscState = true;
107
108 block.Dwork(2).Name = 'residual';
109 block.Dwork(2).Dimensions = 5;
110 block.Dwork(2).DatatypeID = 0; % double
111 block.Dwork(2).Complexity = 'Real'; % real
112 block.Dwork(2).UsedAsDiscState = true;
113
114
115 %%
116 %% InitializeConditions:
117 %% Functionality : Called at the start of simulation and if it is
118 %% present in an enabled subsystem configured to reset
119 %% states, it will be called when the enabled ...
subsystem
120 %% restarts execution to reset the states.
121 %% Required : No
122 %% C−MEX counterpart: mdlInitializeConditions
123 %%
124 function InitializeConditions(block)
125
126 %end InitializeConditions
127
128
129 %%
130 %% Start:
131 %% Functionality : Called once at start of model execution. If you
132 %% have states that should be initialized once, this
133 %% is the place to do it.
134 %% Required : No
31
135 %% C−MEX counterpart: mdlStart
136 %%
137 function Start(block)
138
139 block.Dwork(1).Data = zeros(1,5); % x
140
141
142 %endfunction
143
144 %%
145 %% Outputs:
146 %% Functionality : Called to generate block outputs in
147 %% simulation step
148 %% Required : Yes
149 %% C−MEX counterpart: mdlOutputs
150 %%
151 function Outputs(block)
152
153 block.OutputPort(1).Data = block.Dwork(2).Data;
154
155
156 %end Outputs
157
158 %%
159 %% Update:
160 %% Functionality : Called to update discrete states
161 %% during simulation step
162 %% Required : No
163 %% C−MEX counterpart: mdlUpdate
164 %%
165 function Update(block)
166
167 u = block.InputPort(1).Data;
168 y = block.InputPort(2).Data;
169 pulses = block.InputPort(3).Data;
170 x = block.Dwork(1).Data;
32
171
172 I1 = u(1);I2 = u(2);I3 = u(3);I = u(4);
173 state_name = ['n' num2str(pulses','%d')];
174
175 % fault L1 detection %
176
177 F = evalin('base', ['faultL1.' state_name '.F']);
178 E = evalin('base', ['faultL1.' state_name '.E']);
179 G1 = evalin('base', ['faultL1.' state_name '.G']);
180 M1 = evalin('base', ['faultL1.' state_name '.M']);
181 H1 = evalin('base', ['faultL1.' state_name '.H']);
182
183 dx1 = F*x(1)−E*y+G1*[I1; I2; I3; I];
184
185 % fault L2 detection %
186
187 F = evalin('base', ['faultL2.' state_name '.F']);
188 E = evalin('base', ['faultL2.' state_name '.E']);
189 G2 = evalin('base', ['faultL2.' state_name '.G']);
190 M2 = evalin('base', ['faultL2.' state_name '.M']);
191 H2 = evalin('base', ['faultL2.' state_name '.H']);
192
193 dx2 = F*x(2)−E*y+G2*[I1; I2; I3; I];
194
195 % fault C1 detection %
196
197 F = evalin('base', ['faultC1.' state_name '.F']);
198 E = evalin('base', ['faultC1.' state_name '.E']);
199 G3 = evalin('base', ['faultC1.' state_name '.G']);
200 M3 = evalin('base', ['faultC1.' state_name '.M']);
201 H3 = evalin('base', ['faultC1.' state_name '.H']);
202
203 dx3 = F*x(3)−E*y+G3*[I1; I2; I3; I];
204
205 % fault C2 detection %
206
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207 F = evalin('base', ['faultC2.' state_name '.F']);
208 E = evalin('base', ['faultC2.' state_name '.E']);
209 G4 = evalin('base', ['faultC2.' state_name '.G']);
210 M4 = evalin('base', ['faultC2.' state_name '.M']);
211 H4 = evalin('base', ['faultC2.' state_name '.H']);
212
213 dx4 = F*x(4)−E*y+G4*[I1; I2; I3; I];
214
215 % fault C3 detection %
216
217 F = evalin('base', ['faultC3.' state_name '.F']);
218 E = evalin('base', ['faultC3.' state_name '.E']);
219 G5 = evalin('base', ['faultC3.' state_name '.G']);
220 M5 = evalin('base', ['faultC3.' state_name '.M']);
221 H5 = evalin('base', ['faultC3.' state_name '.H']);
222
223
224 dx5 = F*x(5)−E*y+G5*[I1; I2; I3; I];
225
226 delx=[];
227 residual=[];
228
229 delx = [delx;dx1;dx2;dx3;dx4;dx5];
230 x(1:5) = x(1:5) + delx*1e−7;
231
232 r1 = M1*x(1)−H1*y;
233 r2 = M2*x(2)−H2*y;
234 r3 = M3*x(3)−H3*y;
235 r4 = M4*x(4)−H4*y;
236 r5 = M5*x(5)−H5*y;
237
238 residual = [residual; r1;r2;r3;r4;r5];
239
240 block.Dwork(1).Data = x;
241 block.Dwork(2).Data = residual;
242
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243 %end Update
244
245 %%
246 %% Derivatives:
247 %% Functionality : Called to update derivatives of
248 %% continuous states during simulation step
249 %% Required : No
250 %% C−MEX counterpart: mdlDerivatives
251 %%
252 function Derivatives(block)
253
254 %end Derivatives
255
256 %%
257 %% Terminate:
258 %% Functionality : Called at the end of simulation for cleanup
259 %% Required : Yes
260 %% C−MEX counterpart: mdlTerminate
261 %%
262 function Terminate(block)
263
264 %end Terminate
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Appendix B
EXPERIMENTAL TESTBED
B.1 Microcontroller Code for Fault Detection and Isolation Filter
The microcontroller code below implements fault detection and isolation filter using TMS320F28335
Delfino Floating-point MCU for a PV system with two DPP converters.
1 #include "DSP28x_Project.h" // Device Headerfile and Examples ...
Include File
2
3 void InitEPwm1(void);
4 void InitEPwm3(void);
5 interrupt void adc_isr(void);
6
7 // Configure the period for each timer
8 #define EPWM1_TIMER_TBPRD 3750 // Period register
9 #define EPWM1_CMPA 1875
10 #define EPWM2_TIMER_TBPRD 938 // Period register
11 #define EPWM2_CMPA 469
12 #define EPWM3_TIMER_TBPRD 3750 // Period register
13 #define EPWM3_CMPA 1875
14
15 Uint16 i=0;
16 Uint16 start=0;
17 Uint32 count=0;
18 //Capacitor Voltages
19 float32 VC1=0;
20 float32 VC2=0;
36
21 float32 VC3=0;
22 // Inductor Currents
23 float32 iL1=0;
24 float32 iL2=0;
25 // PV currents
26
27 float32 I1=0;
28 float32 I2=0;
29 float32 I3=0;
30 // Load current
31 float32 I=0;
32
33 //switch states
34 float32 sigma1=0;
35 float32 sigma2=0;
36
37 //For inductor L1 residual
38 float32 dw1=0;
39 float32 w1=0;
40 float32 r1=0;
41 float32 rL1[100];
42
43 //For inductor L2 residual
44 float32 dw2=0;
45 float32 w2=0;
46 float32 r2=0;
47 float32 rL2[100];
48
49 //For capacitor C1 residual
50 float32 dw3=0;
51 float32 w3=0;
52 float32 r3=0;
53 float32 rC1[100];
54
55 //For capacitor C2 residual
56 float32 dw4=0;
37
57 float32 w4=0;
58 float32 r4=0;
59 float32 rC2[100];
60
61 //For capacitor C3 residual
62 float32 dw5=0;
63 float32 w5=0;
64 float32 r5=0;
65 float32 rC3[100];
66 // DPP converter parameters
67 float32 L1 = 400e−6;
68 float32 L2 = 400e−6;
69 float32 C1 = 100e−6;
70 float32 C2 = 100e−6;
71 float32 C3 = 100e−6;
72
73 float32 mean_rL1=0;
74 float32 sum_rL1=0;
75 float32 mean_rL2=0;
76 float32 sum_rL2=0;
77 float32 mean_rC1=0;
78 float32 sum_rC1=0;
79 float32 mean_rC2=0;
80 float32 sum_rC2=0;
81 float32 mean_rC3=0;
82 float32 sum_rC3=0;
83
84 // Global variables used in this example
85
86 float32 lambda1 = −10.0; //eigenvalues
87 float32 lambda2 = −1000.0;
88
89 float32 dt = 1.25e−5; // sampling time
90
91 main()
92 {
38
93
94 // Step 1. Initialize System Control:
95 // PLL, WatchDog, enable Peripheral Clocks
96 InitSysCtrl();
97 InitEPwm1Gpio();
98 InitEPwm3Gpio();
99
100 EALLOW;
101 #if (CPU_FRQ_150MHZ) // Default − 150 MHz SYSCLKOUT
102 #define ADC_MODCLK 0x3 // HSPCLK = SYSCLKOUT/2*ADC_MODCLK2 = ...
150/(2*3) = 25.0 MHz
103 #endif
104 #if (CPU_FRQ_100MHZ)
105 #define ADC_MODCLK 0x2 // HSPCLK = SYSCLKOUT/2*ADC_MODCLK2 = ...
100/(2*2) = 25.0 MHz
106 #endif
107 EDIS;
108
109 // Specific clock setting for this example:
110 EALLOW;
111 SysCtrlRegs.HISPCP.all = ADC_MODCLK; // HSPCLK = SYSCLKOUT/ADC_MODCLK
112 EDIS;
113
114
115 // Clear all interrupts and initialize PIE vector table:
116 // Disable CPU interrupts
117 DINT;
118
119 // Initialize the PIE control registers to their default state.
120 // The default state is all PIE interrupts disabled and flags
121 // are cleared.
122 // This function is found in the DSP2833x_PieCtrl.c file.
123 InitPieCtrl();
124
125 // Disable CPU interrupts and clear all CPU interrupt flags:
126 IER = 0x0000;
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127 IFR = 0x0000;
128
129 // Initialize the PIE vector table with pointers to the shell Interrupt
130 // Service Routines (ISR).
131 // This will populate the entire table, even if the interrupt
132 // is not used in this example. This is useful for debug purposes.
133 // The shell ISR routines are found in DSP2833x_DefaultIsr.c.
134 // This function is found in DSP2833x_PieVect.c.
135 InitPieVectTable();
136
137 // Interrupts that are used in this example are re−mapped to
138 // ISR functions found within this file.
139 EALLOW; // This is needed to write to EALLOW protected register
140 PieVectTable.ADCINT = &adc_isr;
141 EDIS; // This is needed to disable write to EALLOW protected ...
registers
142
143 // Initialize all the Device Peripherals:
144
145 InitAdc(); // initialize the ADC
146
147 // initialize the ePWM
148 EALLOW;
149 SysCtrlRegs.PCLKCR0.bit.TBCLKSYNC = 0;
150 EDIS;
151
152 InitEPwm1();
153 InitEPwm3();
154
155 EALLOW;
156 SysCtrlRegs.PCLKCR0.bit.TBCLKSYNC = 1;
157 EDIS;
158
159 // Enable ADC INTn in the PIE
160 PieCtrlRegs.PIEIER1.bit.INTx6 = 1;// ADC
161 IER |= M_INT1; //ADC
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162
163 EINT; // Enable Global interrupt INTM
164 ERTM; // Enable Global realtime interrupt DBGM
165
166 // Configure ADC
167 AdcRegs.ADCMAXCONV.all = 0x0007; // Setup 8 conv's on SEQ1
168 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.bit.CONV00 = 0x0; // Setup ADCINA0 as 1st SEQ1 ...
conv.
169 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.bit.CONV01 = 0x1; // Setup ADCINA1 as 2nd SEQ1 ...
conv.
170 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.bit.CONV02 = 0x2; // Setup ADCINA2 as 3rd SEQ1 ...
conv.
171 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.bit.CONV03 = 0x3; // Setup ADCINA1 as 2nd SEQ1 ...
conv.
172 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ2.bit.CONV04 = 0x4; // Setup ADCINA2 as 3rd SEQ1 ...
conv.
173 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ2.bit.CONV05 = 0x5; // Setup ADCINA2 as 3rd SEQ1 ...
conv.
174 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ2.bit.CONV06 = 0x6; // Setup ADCINA2 as 3rd SEQ1 ...
conv.
175 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ2.bit.CONV07 = 0x7; // Setup ADCINA2 as 3rd SEQ1 ...
conv.
176 //AdcRegs.ADCTRL1.bit.ACQ_PS = 0x3;
177 AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.EPWM_SOCA_SEQ1 = 1;// Enable SOCA from ePWM to ...
start SEQ1
178 AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.INT_ENA_SEQ1 = 1; // Enable SEQ1 interrupt ...
(every EOS)
179
180 // Assumes ePWM2 clock is already enabled in InitSysCtrl();
181 EPwm2Regs.ETSEL.bit.SOCAEN = 1; // Enable SOC on A group
182 EPwm2Regs.ETSEL.bit.SOCASEL = 2; // Select SOC from from CPMA ...
on upcount
183 EPwm2Regs.ETPS.bit.SOCAPRD = 1; // Generate pulse on 1st event
184 EPwm2Regs.CMPA.half.CMPA = EPWM2_CMPA;
185 EPwm2Regs.TBPRD = EPWM2_TIMER_TBPRD;
186 EPwm2Regs.TBCTL.bit.CTRMODE = TB_COUNT_UPDOWN;
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187
188 for(;;)
189 {
190
191 }
192 }
193 interrupt void adc_isr(void)
194 {
195 iL1 = AdcRegs.ADCRESULT0 >>4;
196 iL2 = AdcRegs.ADCRESULT1 >>4;
197 VC1 = AdcRegs.ADCRESULT2 >>4;
198 VC2 = AdcRegs.ADCRESULT3 >>4;
199 VC3 = AdcRegs.ADCRESULT4 >>4;
200 I1 = AdcRegs.ADCRESULT5 >>4;
201 I2 = AdcRegs.ADCRESULT6 >>4;
202 I3 = AdcRegs.ADCRESULT7 >>4;
203
204 iL1 = (iL1*3.0/4095.0−1.25)*2.0;
205 iL2 = (iL2*3.0/4095.0−1.25)*2.0;
206
207 VC1 = VC1*3.0*4.0/4095.0;
208 VC2 = VC2*3.0*4.0/4095.0;
209 VC3 = VC3*3.0*4.0/4095.0;
210
211 I = (VC1+VC2+VC3)/350;
212 I1 = (I1*3.0/4095−1.25)*2.0;
213 I2 = (I2*3.0/4095−1.25)*2.0;
214 I3 = (I3*3.0/4095−1.25)*2.0;
215
216 if(EPwm1Regs.TBCTR < EPWM1_CMPA)
217 {
218 sigma1 = 1.0;
219 }
220 else
221 {
222 sigma1 = 0.0;
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223 }
224 if(EPwm2Regs.TBCTR < EPWM2_CMPA)
225 {
226 sigma2 = 1.0;
227 }
228 else
229 {
230 sigma2 = 0.0;
231 }
232
233 dw1 = lambda1*(w1−iL1)+(−sigma1*VC1+(1−sigma1)*VC2)/L1;
234 w1 = w1 + dw1*dt;
235 r1 = w1 − iL1;
236
237 dw2 = lambda2*(w2−iL2)+(−sigma2*VC2+(1−sigma2)*VC3)/L2;
238 w2 = w2 + dw2*dt;
239 r2 = w2 − iL2;
240
241 dw3 = lambda2*(w3−VC1)+(sigma1*iL1 − I + I1)/C1;
242 w3 = w3 + dw3*dt;
243 r3 = w3 − VC1;
244
245 dw4 = lambda2*(w4−VC2)+(−(1−sigma1)*iL1+sigma2*iL2 − I + I2)/C2;
246 w4 = w4 + dw4*dt;
247 r4 = w4 − VC2;
248
249 dw5 = lambda2*(w5−VC3)+(−(1−sigma2)*iL2 − I + I3)/C3;
250 w5 = w5 + dw5*dt;
251 r5 = w5 − VC3;
252
253 if(start==0){
254 rL1[i]=r1;
255 rL2[i]=r2;
256 rC1[i]=r3;
257 rC2[i]=r4;
258 rC3[i]=r5;
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259 }
260 else {
261 rL1[i]=r1−mean_rL1;
262 rL2[i]=r2−mean_rL2;
263 rC1[i]=r3−mean_rC1;
264 rC2[i]=r4−mean_rC2;
265 rC3[i]=r5−mean_rC3;
266 }
267
268 if(i == 99)
269 {
270 i = 0;
271 if(start==0){
272 mean_rL1 = sum_rL1/100.0;
273 sum_rL1 = 0.0;
274 mean_rL2 = sum_rL2/100.0;
275 sum_rL2 = 0.0;
276 mean_rC1 = sum_rC1/100.0;
277 sum_rC1 = 0.0;
278 mean_rC2 = sum_rC2/100.0;
279 sum_rC2 = 0.0;
280 mean_rC3 = sum_rC3/100.0;
281 sum_rC3 = 0.0;
282 }
283 }
284 else {
285 i++;
286 if(start==0){
287 sum_rL1 +=r1;
288 sum_rL2 +=r2;
289 sum_rC1 +=r3;
290 sum_rC2 +=r4;
291 sum_rC3 +=r5;
292 }
293 }
294 if(count==899999){
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295 start=1;
296 }
297 else count++;
298
299 // Reinitialize for next ADC sequence
300 AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.RST_SEQ1 = 1; // Reset SEQ1
301 AdcRegs.ADCST.bit.INT_SEQ1_CLR = 1; // Clear INT SEQ1 bit
302 PieCtrlRegs.PIEACK.all = PIEACK_GROUP1; // Acknowledge interrupt to PIE
303
304 return;
305 }
306 void InitEPwm1()
307 {
308
309 // Setup TBCLK
310 EPwm1Regs.TBPRD = EPWM1_TIMER_TBPRD; // Set timer period ...
801 TBCLKs
311 EPwm1Regs.TBPHS.half.TBPHS = 0x0000; // Phase is 0
312 EPwm1Regs.TBCTR = 0x0000; // Clear counter
313
314 // Set Compare values
315 EPwm1Regs.CMPA.half.CMPA = EPWM1_CMPA; // Set compare A value
316
317 // Setup counter mode
318 EPwm1Regs.TBCTL.bit.CTRMODE = TB_COUNT_UPDOWN; // Count up
319 EPwm1Regs.TBCTL.bit.PHSEN = TB_DISABLE; // Disable phase loading
320 EPwm1Regs.TBCTL.bit.HSPCLKDIV = TB_DIV1; // Clock ratio to ...
SYSCLKOUT
321 EPwm1Regs.TBCTL.bit.CLKDIV = TB_DIV1;
322
323
324 // Set actions
325 EPwm1Regs.AQCTLA.bit.CAU = AQ_SET; // Set PWM1A on event ...
A, up count
326 EPwm1Regs.AQCTLA.bit.CAD = AQ_CLEAR; // Clear PWM1A on ...
event A, down count
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327 }
328 void InitEPwm3()
329 {
330
331 // Setup TBCLK
332 EPwm3Regs.TBPRD = EPWM3_TIMER_TBPRD; // Set timer period ...
801 TBCLKs
333 EPwm3Regs.TBPHS.half.TBPHS = 0x0000; // Phase is 0
334 EPwm3Regs.TBCTR = 0x0000; // Clear counter
335
336 // Set Compare values
337 EPwm3Regs.CMPA.half.CMPA = EPWM3_CMPA; // Set compare A value
338
339 // Setup counter mode
340 EPwm3Regs.TBCTL.bit.CTRMODE = TB_COUNT_UPDOWN; // Count up
341 EPwm3Regs.TBCTL.bit.PHSEN = TB_DISABLE; // Disable phase loading
342 EPwm3Regs.TBCTL.bit.HSPCLKDIV = TB_DIV1; // Clock ratio to ...
SYSCLKOUT
343 EPwm3Regs.TBCTL.bit.CLKDIV = TB_DIV1;
344
345
346 // Set actions
347 EPwm3Regs.AQCTLA.bit.CAU = AQ_SET; // Set PWM1A on event ...
A, up count
348 EPwm3Regs.AQCTLA.bit.CAD = AQ_CLEAR; // Clear PWM1A on ...
event A, down count
349 }
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B.2 Schematics for DPP Converters and Signal Conditioning
Circuit
The experimental setup shown in Fig. 6.1 included the PCB shown in Fig. B.1 for DPP converters
built from the schematics given in Figures B.2 and B.3.
Figure B.1: DPP converter and signal conditioning circuit PCB.
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Figure B.2: DPP converter and signal conditioning circuit schematic page 1.
48
Figure B.3: DPP converters and signal conditioning circuit schematic page 2.
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